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1. Introduction
The eCF Alliance aims to set a stable platform to foster ICT professionalism at European and
international level. The development of recognized and joint ICT VET programmes and certifications
will be the initial object around which the platform will be established.
To this purpose a common reference scheme for joint qualifications and assessment is being
developed, answering the skill requirements coming out of the new digital technologies.
This scheme:
• is compliant with the e-CF, European e-Competence Framework, its related BoK (Body of
Knowledge) , and the forthcoming ESCO occupations in the ICT sector
• includes prior learning recognition (non-formal, informal learning)
• defines assessment and quality assurance indicators
• provides ECVET- and VETQI-based criteria for competence certifications and qualifications
One of the main difficulties for organisations in finding professionals with the right ICT related skills is
the lack of standardisation in the learning outcomes of vocational education. Managers and HR-staff
struggle to conclude what professionals are able of, based on the diplomas and certificates
mentioned on a resume.
The quality assurance of the eCF Alliance scheme will guarantee VET mutual comparability and
harmonisation of e-skills curricula at EU level to enable ICT skilled professionals’ and workers’
mobility among countries.
Moreover the scheme (the eCF Alliance Scheme) provides the basis for:
• the design of learning units for e-competences (per proficiency level)
• the development of learning/training content for these units
• the development of certification for each e-competence
The current document describes the eCF Alliance Scheme and the basic philosophy of its
foundations.
It contains 15 e-Competence Qualification Profiles, and explains the logic and scheme adopted by the
project relating to certification aspect.
According to the quality model adopted by the project, the present document represents the revised
version of document DLV 3.01 (see below).
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PRESENT DOCUMENT WITHIN THE QUALITY CYCLE of the European Quality Assurance
Reference Framework for Vocational Education and Training

DLV 3.1

DLV 3.2
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2. The eCF Alliance Scheme Approach
The eCF Alliance aims at developing a standard for ICT related vocational education to enable a
better insight of the obtained learning outcomes.
The intended methodology Work Package 3 of the eCF Alliance project is summarized as:
WP3 will aim to design a common language, a reference scheme for ICT vocational
qualifications and certifications based on: the e-CF3.0 (the forthcoming CEN standard), as
sectorial implementation of the EQF, and reference documents such as the forthcoming BoK
(Body of Knowledge); ESCO, as target IT occupations; the ECVET criteria, to assign credits to
competence certifications and build qualification paths; non formal, informal competence
certification schemes already adopted by some partners (as EXIN and FPM), in line with
Cedefop guidelines (2009); This common scheme will be the methodological foundation of the
further activities and its outcomes will be input for WP4-5. 1
The basic principles of the eCF Alliance Scheme are:




a transparent translation of e-competences as defined in the e-Competence Framework to
learning outcomes (and vice versa)
using, and aligning with, results of previous studies and projects, especially those for the
European Commission related to the use of e-CF in (quality labels for) training and education
open for extensions (“plug-ins”) by training and education providers (e.g. to meet specific
demands in the labour market)

2.1 Using Profiles
The main pillar of the eCF Alliance reference scheme is a set of so called e-Competence Qualification
Profiles. Such a profile is in fact a specification of a learning unit for one of the competences defined
in the e-CF. It is a high level description of the learning units and describes the learning outcomes in
terms of competence and understanding. For any module, course or training, satisfying, these
specifications it should be clear what successful completion means for this competence: what people
can do and what knowledge they can use in practice.
In several previous e-CF related studies and projects so called ‘profiles’ have been defined, e.g. role
profiles, curriculum profiles and certification profiles. The basic form was developed by the CEN
Workshop for ICT Skills for the ‘Professional Profiles’.
The idea of an e-competence based profile can be explained by the example of the role profiles
developed by the CEN Workshop on ICT Skills.
Each profile can be considered as a concise description aimed at:
Both the e-CF standard (EN 16234-1:2016 ) and the Foundational ICT Body of Knowledge are now no longer
‘forthcoming’.

1
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Outlining a role, curriculum, person, certificate in terms of results, outcomes, content etc.
Containing a mapping to the e-CF

Ideally the profile is both easily understood by the target audience (e.g. employers and employees in
case of a job role profile) and provides the key information to support the outcome of the mapping
to the e-CF.
The e-CF part of each profile enables comparison with other types of profiles, e.g. certification
profiles with role profiles (see www.e-competence-quality.com for examples) or e-leadership
curriculum profiles (see the example in the annex of this document, for examples of self-evaluation
of universities against the e-leadership curriculum profile see http://eskills-guide.eu/documents/).

Figure 1. Example of a Professional Profile
(CEN Workshop on ICT Skills)
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Figure 2. Example of a Certification Profile
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Together these profiles, combined with (self) assessment of the individual’s e-competences, provide
a basis for gap analysis and guidance for further development. To facilitate this guidance the
proposed e-Competence Qualification Profiles will enable the development of learning units specific
for each of the e-Competences in the e-CF.

Figure 3. Overview of the Profile Approach
The eCF Alliance Scheme consists of Qualification Profiles for competences defined in the e-CF,
outlining the learning outcomes that are the basis for defining Learning Units, further curriculum
development and for qualification assessments and certification. The Qualification Profiles will
enable the comparison of the learning outcomes of existing training and courses with the
competences defined in the e-CF.
The e-Competence Qualification Profiles also enable to link the defined content and learning
outcomes to other European standardisation initiatives like the Foundational Body of Knowledge,
Professional Profiles of the CEN Workshop on ICT Skills and ESCO, the European classification of
Skills, Competences, Qualifications and Occupations.

2.2 Using ‘Understanding’
In mapping the learning outcomes of higher education courses in one of the e-Leadership studies it
was discovered that many useful learning outcomes didn’t well translate into competences of the eCF. This was mainly due to the fact that the e-CF definition of competence requires ‘a demonstrated
ability to apply knowledge, skills and attitudes for achieving observable results’. Courses often do
prepare for such successful activities, but graduating students cannot always be expected to already
have obtained practical experience to demonstrate such abilities.
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A solution was found in distinguishing competence and ‘understanding’ 2. An example, from the eLeadership Curriculum study, can be found in Annex 1.
The Qualification Profiles eCF Alliance Scheme will distinguish between (pure) competence and
understanding recognizing the importance of understanding both as a basis for developing
competence and as a requirement for cooperation with colleagues with a different competence
profile.

2.3 Using the Foundational Body of Knowledge
Starting point of the e-competence development is the foundational level knowledge providing the
basic knowledge of key concepts, processes and their relationship.

Figure 4. Visualization and example of the ICT Foundational BoK
This foundational ICT knowledge is described in the 12 Knowledge Areas of the Foundational ICT
Body of Knowledge, ranging from strategy to operations. The description of each of the Knowledge
Areas contains explicit links to the competences in the e-CF.

Here ‘understanding’ (rather than ‘knowledge’) refers loosely to the revised Bloom Taxonomy: Understanding
builds relationships and links knowledge. At this taxonomic level the students should understand the processes
and concepts and they are able to explain or describe these. They can summarize and rephrase these into their
own words. (http://edorigami.wikispaces.com/Bloom%27s+-+Understanding) This concept of understanding
can be applied to (the comprehension of) competence at a certain proficiency level.
2
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Figure 5. An example description of a Knowledge Area from the ICT Foundational BoK

2.4 Knowledge Areas
The 12 Knowledge Areas of the Foundational ICT Body of Knowledge
ICT Strategy & Governance
Business and Market of ICT
Project Management
Quality Management
Security Management
Architecture
Data & Information Management
Network & System Integration
Software Design & Development
Human Computer Interaction
Testing
Operations & Service Management

2.5 Roles versus competences
Educational institutes and training organization usually don’t develop their curricula from a (single)
competence perspective. Either they take a subject as their starting point (e.g. Linear Algebra or the
history of the French Middle Ages) or they focus on the role people want to take on after the course.
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So in some sense it is rather artificial to divide the courseware into modules (or learning units) per
competence (and per proficiency level).
The eCF Alliance Scheme specifies the learning outcomes per e-competence (subdivided per
proficiency level) as a basis for learning units that can (and will normally) be combined into modules
of a curriculum. Such modules will, in the case of vocational education, be developed according to
the need for a certain type of professionals in the labour market. The high granularity thus obtained
will enable training providers to extend the existing school education to help people obtain higher
levels of competence by developing their own combinations of learning units with as less as possible
repetition and overlap with the competence and understanding people already have acquired. This
could make lifelong learning more attractive and effective.
Learning Units, which will be developed in more detail in the following work packages of the project,
can be combined and/or integrated in new or existing curricula to enable managers and HR-staff in
the near future to make a better estimate of the value of diplomas and certificates of ICT related
vocational education.
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3. The model of e-Competence Qualification Profile
The structure of the e-Competence Qualification profiles is somewhat similar to the eLeadership
Curriculum profiles, focussing on the learning outcomes. Where the previously existing profiles map
such learning outcomes on the e-CF e-competences, here the ‘translation’ is the other way around.
Starting from the description of the e-competences in the e-CF, corresponding learning outcomes are
defined.

Figure 6. The e-Competence Qualification Profile structure
Each of the (selected) competences in the e-CF will have a qualification profile describing:
•
•
•
•

•

Sample roles, where this competence is required, including a reference to the European
classification of occupations (ESCO)
Prerequisite Foundational Knowledge, referring to the Knowledge Areas in the Foundational
ICT Body of Knowledge
Main Subjects and main topics relevant for this e-competence
Proficiency, per proficiency level of the competence, according to the e-CF, its description
and the requirements for understanding and skills. The ECVET points indicate the amount of
study that would be required to get from the Foundational knowledge level to this level of
proficiency
Literature examples, reference to (international) literature where content on the listed
subjects can be found
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3.1 Prerequisite Foundational Knowledge
Defining learning outcomes is hard or even impossible, without providing some additional context
indicating where the competence is required and applied. To this end the e-Competence
Qualification Profile contains some examples of the roles in which the competence is needed.
Each e-competence also presumes some general knowledge and understanding of the kind of
situations in which we find this competence applied, e.g. a general understanding of ICT, some
knowledge of related competences and the ability to communicate with colleagues with different
competences.
The European Foundational Body of Knowledge provides a definition of such general knowledge.
Reference to the Knowledge Areas in this BoK as prerequisite knowledge will reduce the amount of
overlap in the development of competence specific learning units.

3.2 Understanding and Skills
An important source of the learning outcomes are the competence descriptions in the e-CF, including
the knowledge and skills examples. The use of the term ‘understanding’, in combination with the
indicated proficiency level, stresses the ability to actively use knowledge in a professional situation.

3.3 Link with ESCO and ECVET
For the examples of roles in the e-Competence Qualification Profiles the ‘professional profiles’ of the
CEN Workshop on ICT Skills can be used. These are quite generic and show a link with the e-CF. ESCO
codes are added as a pointer into the ESCO database. This database contains more detailed job
descriptions, but too fine-grained for our purpose.
The amount of ECVET for each learning unit will, in the current stage, only be an indication,
expressing an intention: e.g. this will probably not be a course of 5 days, neither of 5 years. As a rule
of thumb: each ECVET point represents 25 – 30 hours of study (including homework). The estimation
obviously will have to be evaluated once a learning unit will be developed and also after a pilot
course has been given.
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4. Selection of e-competences

4.1 Rationale for the choice of competences
During the whole e-CF Alliance project the scheme will be developed for 15 selected e-competences.
The outcome of the survey that was part of Work Package 2 delivered a list of the most important
competences for ICT professionals as indicated by the respondents in the survey.

The top-15 of the survey results have been elaborated in the project. 3

e-Competences survey ranking list of most important competences
A.9 Innovating
E.8 Information Security Management
A.5 Architecture Design
A.1 IS and Business Strategy Alignment
B.1 Application Development
B.6 Systems Engineering
D.1 Information Security Strategy Development
C.4 Problem Management
A.6 Application Design
D.2 ICT Quality Strategy Development
B.3 Testing
E.6 ICT Quality Management
A.3 Business Plan Development
A.7 Technology Trend Monitoring
B.2 Component Integration
E.3 Risk Management
E.9 IS Governance
C.3 Service Delivery
E.5 Process Improvement
C.2 Change Support
E.7 Business Change Management
D.10 Information and Knowledge Management
B.4 Solution Deployment
D.12 Digital Marketing
A.2 Service Level Management

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

3

During the Sofia meeting of the project has been stated that new insights or further research during the
project could still change the selection of the fifteen competences.
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For the pilot a first selection of six e-competences has been made. The other nine will follow later in
the project.
This choice is based upon what the partners in the project committed to work on and see of interest
from their perspective. This resulted in a choice out of the competences from the top 10 for:
A.1, A.6, A.7, B.1, D.1 and E.8

These 6 competences are related to the three priority domains Business/Management (A.1),
Software Development (A.6, A.7, B.1) and Cyber Security (D.1, E.8) as presented in the study that was
carried out in Work Package 2.

Figure 7. Mind Map of the WP2 Survey Outcomes
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5. From e-Competence Qualification Profiles to Learning Units
The development of the eCF Alliance Scheme is part of a project for the development of:
1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

e-Competence Qualification Profiles
Learning Units for the e-Competence Qualification Profiles
Learning/training material for Learning Units
Qualification and assessments based on the Learning Units
A pilot with education/training, assessment and qualification based on the above

The above should lead to an approach for developing ICT professionalism that can be extended in the
future.
The idea of the e-Competence Qualification Profile is to specify the required learning outcomes.
Together with the context provided and the literature suggestions this should be a basis for
developing learning units.

Figure 8. Profile of a Learning Unit
The learning units will act as a kind of basic learning/teaching material, such that a tutor/trainer can
develop a course using the learning content and sample exercises by adapting it to his/her own
situation. E.g. this could mean merging several learning units into one module within a curriculum or
embedding a learning unit as part of an existing module.
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Figure 9. Structure Learning Units
For the pilot, higher and vocational education and training institutes will be invited to incorporate
one or more of the developed learning units in their (existing) curriculum or course and use the
additional assessment so their student will be awarded a new e-competence qualification.
Cooperation between those involved in the subsequent stages of the project must ensure that
feedback can be used for improvements continuously.
This feedback is essential as it is hard, if not impossible to determine e.g. which literature will fit best
and what amount of study will be required for a learning unit. The best we can do now is make a best
effort. In the course of the project this will be monitored.
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6. Vocational qualifications and certification
6.1 Quality Criteria
The ICT certification and qualification theme is one of the hot theme in the UE agenda. TheEuropean
Rolling plan for ICT standardization 2018identifies the requested actions on e-skills specific topics
where the public and private sectors need to collaborate. Among these, the Action 5 states: “eCompetence assessment methodology: The purpose of the activity is to analyse and define how to
assess and recognise that a candidate really has the e-competences he/she declares to possess,
whenever/wherever such competences have been acquired/developed”.
In this scenario, the e-competences modules have been designed with respect to the credit system
as developed in ECVET availing of its toolkit (ECVET is the European Credit System for Vocational
Education and Training)
Evaluation and assessment mechanisms and rules are usually based on the learning time and the
relative weight of individual learning LU in relation to qualification , it is easer using them when the
involved knowledge are well defined and there is a common understanding among the various
institutions or national States.
Our project had to acknowledge that there is no common acceptance of knowledge definition in the
ICT sector, the EN 16234 standard itself is still little known and even less used.
While we are aware of the limits of the value of the criteria, time (the duration of the course) and
learning effort were considered to be the starting points for the construction of ECVET and ECTS
credits and this is the WP3 indication to develop WP4 and WP5.
In the attempt to create a reference for the assignment of credits we have come to the conclusion
that the evaluation of the qualification must be constituted by the aggregation of the points of the
single LU as explained in our recommendations.
It is interesting to note that other projects developed in no ICT fields , such as the ICARE project, have
come to the same conclusion. This leads us to think that that can be a general rule for the
construction and validation of professional training processes.
In a high tech sector such as the ICT sector, the knowledge needed for a qualification or which have
to be used in the LUs can vary according to the technology , the assigning credit assessment
systems is potential precarious.
This is an intrinsic element in the digital sector that will have to be taken into account in the future as
it will be necessary to quickly identify the necessary knowledge, define its content and modify the
evaluation method at national or, better, at European level.
For the development of a quality regime of the eCF Alliance Scheme use can be made not only of the
ECVET- and VETQI-based criteria for competence certifications and qualifications, but also of the
proposals made in previous reports prepared for the European Commission (See the biographical
references).
WP3 – DLV3.2 – Towards a ref scheme for ICT rel vocational qualifications
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Typical for the quality criteria of the eCF Alliance Scheme will be guidance to
•
•

reward the results of prior learning and experience in dealing with learning units
combine qualifications and learning units for sets of competences

6.1.1 ECVET
ECVET is the European Credit System for Vocational Education and Training. The ECVET and ECTS
systems are always related to the use of a knowledge or competence framework, different systems
based on different frameworks are not comparable.
In the first part of the project it was decided not yet to allocate credit points to the e-CF
qualifications designed. A top-down approach seemed not very logic. A bottom-up approach means
that partners allocate points once the contents have been developed and the delivery method and
duration in the pilots have been confirmed.
In the e-CF Qualification Profiles (eCQPs) designed in Work Package 3 (see chapter 7) there is a field
for “ECVET Points Indication”. This field finally needs to be filled for each level of each competence
partners are designing.
Three possible approaches for the allocation of ECVET points are described, based on the outcome of
a Leonardo da Vinci project.
For each approach the problems are outlined, leading to conclusions and an advice for one of the
approaches. That one is to provide ECVET points according to the effort necessary for a learner to
acquire the knowledge, skills and competence required for the unit of learning outcomes.
Further the ECTS User Guide is quoted.
Especially important here is the way workload can be estimated in hours related to credits.
Workload ranges from 1500 to 1800 hours for an academic year, which means that one credit
corresponds with 25 to 30 hours of work.
This finally leads to well-considered recommendations.
Aggregate ECVET Points allocated to each Learning Unit (LU), as soon as the detailed design of each
LU is ready.
Estimate the time needed for all individual actions of the learner to acquire the skills and knowledge
to fulfil learning outcomes.
Consider all the efforts of the learner, including individual study and exercises, preparation for
evaluation and the evaluation itself.
APPROACH ADOPTED
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•
•
•

Use the 60 points per year (1500-1800 hours), which is 25 hours for one point, as a base
reference.
Allocate points to each Learning Unit (LU), considered as a course.
Put the Learning Unit points together for the whole competence qualification per level.

6.2 3.

EQAVET

EQAVET is an initiative for QA in VET education to be developed by each national educational level: it
is addressed to educational system (e.g. Spanish, Italian, etc.) level, mainly by authorities
Apart from publications from CEDEFOP to be used as support for developing a quality culture in VET
there are not easy quick recommendations to be implemented in individual courses, even difficult for
VET centres if it is not within a whole QA system (see e.g.
http://www.cedefop.europa.eu/es/publications-and-resources/publications/3068),
e-CF council decided EQUAVET is not applicable to the specific project, due to the following
considerations:
-

-

-

From EQAVET and the recommendation of QA Systems for VET centres, we cannot
apply anything to a single course: as logical, there are not clear recommendations for
single courses
Indicators are meaningful at the level of full educational system or at VET Centre
level in some cases. Trying to adapt something, only indicator 4 (that however, it is
not useful as we deal with free courses in adult informal VET and drop out rate could
be higher and especially because its value comes from the chance of comparing and
analysing evolution) and indicator 9 (that in fact we have already followed in limited
way) could be taken on charge. Others are outside the possibilities of this project (1,
2, 5, 6, 8, 10) or are not meaningful (3, 7). Invented indicators could not be claimed
as EQAVET indicators as it does not define them for courses or even for VET centers.
Even looking at recommendation from the above mentioned book of CEDEFOP, no
practical practice could be extracted at course level from questionnaires (as they
addressed to Centre level). Following recommendations for educational QA from
CEDEFOP (and EQAVET), indicators are meaningless if not put in context of a full QA
system with a previous definition of strategic goals, SWOT, etc. and probably are
very different from one VET centre to another (and in different countries)
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6.1 Approach adopted
Another problem addressed in WP3 is that the concept of "apply knowledge…...for achieving
observable results" is embedded in the definition of e competence, that requires criteria to be able
to evaluate this capability and to get evidence of it .
The "apply knowledge…...for achieving observable results ." does not depend on the learning process
only but on the previous experience of the person (Trainee or Learner), so it is not enough to
estimate the learning time or the "weight" of knowledge on the entire qualification process but
different criteria of evaluation must come into play.
In the development of WP3, some of these criteria have been adopted, such as :
- Evidence on results
- Reputation in a professional or working contexts
- the ability to use tools
- the level of awareness of the person
These criteria offer a possible skeleton of a validation or certification system and they will then be
developed in the context of WP4 and suggested for application in WP5.
The Alliance is aware that , to date, there is no commonly accepted criteria across Europe for
evaluating and assessing the experience acquired at work , to assess the experience and to assess or
certificate the relating competences is, so far , a challenge .

In the e-CF Qualification Profiles (eCQPs) (see next chapter) a field for “ECVET Points Indication” is
the key for this approach.
The certification phase will follow thefour steps highlighted by the European Guidelines for validating
the informal and non-formal learning (CEDEFOP, 2015): Identification, Documentation,
Assessmentand Certification.
In the Identificationstep the person raises awareness of one’s own learning needs and learning
outcomes already attained. A self assessment and training practices are key elements of this step.
In the Documentationstep the person starts identifying the evidences that make up the personal
portfolio for a given competence.
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Figure 1 - Evidences: a top down and a bottom up approach

The learner may identify and define the evidences according to two potential approaches. On one
hand, the self evaluation allows him/her to reason on the prior learning and on the experiences
done. Evidences emerge as proofs of such experiences. Afterwards they are refined by evaluating
them against the specific learning outcome of the competence (Bottom Up, from the practice to the
model). On the other, the learner may reason on the single learning outcome, identify evidences as
proofs of it and, then, relate them to the specific experiences (Top Down, from the model to the
practice).
The evidences may prove acquired knowledge and skills as well as competencies in action. As such,
ICT Certifications and any certificate attesting the successful completion of specific training (COUNCIL
courses included) may become a valid evidence in the personal portfolio, provided that it is clear its
relation with learning outcomes and competencies.
Assessment and Certification
Only if the person requests it, the formal recognition may have place. The Request should be
validated and accepted by a formal commission, which guarantees the prerequisites and the
assessment requirement. Afterwards, the candidate provides the portfolio for an assigned assessor
to formally evaluate. The portfolio assessment, - as Step 1-, should then be confirmed and completed
by a direct interview with the candidate, - as Step 2 - , during either a face-to-face or virtual meeting.
This allows integrating any further needful information and contextual proof on demand.
The positive result of the assessment leads to the final COUNCIL certification on a given competence
at a certain proficiency level. This kind of certification should be representative of what a person is
able to do and to act in a practical context, whenever it arises along the ICT sector life-span. Driving
the reasoning to extremes, this certificate should capture the essence of the competence,
irrespective of the current technologies. In other words, it should focus on the medium-long term
elements that characterise and describe a person. So far, it shouldn’t be alternative to the already
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existing certificates, that mostly concern technologies and methods linked to the current ICT sector.
On the contrary, the COUNCIL Competence Certificate should attest that the person is able to apply
properly knowledge, skills and behaviours of the given e-Competence in order to achieve objectives
in practice and in compliance with the claimed competence proficiency level.
When approaching a system that assumes the fact that a competence may be acquired in different
ways such as formal, non-formal and informal learning, then the zoom focuses on the person’s wish
and on the individual purposes. Similarly, validating a competence is directly driven by the person
him/herself and it may mean different things, even if all linked with the purpose of recognition.
A first level deals with the self-recognition. It refers to raising awareness of all that is actually learnt
and of all that is still missing.
A second level concerns the agreement and recognition by externals such as colleagues, boss and
peers. They may provide a social validation. In this case, specific questionnaires can allow collecting
scores and rates that, afterwards, may be compared with the self-assigned ones. That enriches the
resources and the chances supporting the self-evaluation. That also provides specific proofs to be
potentially included in the portfolio for a following formal recognition.
A third level refers to a formal recognition by an official and accredited entity within a formal system.
This is the level where a credit transfer arrangement is possible and the mutual relation between the
qualification frameworks, profiles and occupational standards is also evident and accepted. At this
level, COUNCIL designs a method to infer Learning Outcomes on whose base to structure potential
training curricula by competence and, in the same time, to build up a specular system to validate the
competence in a lifelong learning approach. The pilots wants to test the validity of the method.
Notwithstanding, the attainment of an operative competence validation system depends on many
other variables linked to the environment such as VET and market policies. So far, the work to
achieve it is still in progress.

ACertificate of Completionis that can be included as an evidence in the personal portfolio, similarly to
any other market ICT certification or third parties’ training attendance. The COUNCIL Certificate of
Completion is a proof that the person attended a COUNCIL training, mainly designed to develop and
gainKnowledge and Skills related to specific Learning Units of a given e-Competence Qualification
Profile. So far, the training course attendance may allow a total or partial achievement of the
competence in relation to at what extent the competence LU plan is actually covered and how far
the learner has effectively achieved the related learning outcomes.
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7. e-Competence Qualification Profiles
In the following paragraphs e-Competence Qualification Profiles (final version) are reported . These
profiles are one of the valuable output of the project and have been used for the implementation.

A.1 IS and Business Strategy Alignment
Title IS and Business Strategy Alignment

e-CF A.1.

Description Anticipates long-term business requirements, influences improvement of
organisational process efficiency and effectiveness. Determines the IS
model and the enterprise architecture in line with the organisation's policy
and ensures a secure environment. Makes strategic IS policy decisions for
the enterprise, including sourcing strategies.
ICT Professional Business Analyst
Profiles (CEN) Business Information
Manager
Chief Information Officer
Enterprise Architect

Knowledge areas (from ICT Strategy & Governance
Foundational ICT BoK) Business and Market of ICT
Architecture
Network & System
Integration
Legal, Ethical, Social and
Professional practices
Emerging / Disruptive
Technologies

ESCO ICT business analyst
occupations ICT business analysis manager
ICT business development
manager
chief information officer
enterprise architect
Previous Fundamentals of ICT Strategy
knowledge & Governance
Basic knowledge of main
architectural models
Principles of legal, ethical,
social and professional
practices for ICT
Knowledge of
emerging/disruptive
technologies
Elements and dynamics of
business and market of ICT

Main Subjects Improvement of organisational process efficiency and effectiveness
IS model and enterprise architecture
Organisation's policy
Ensuring a secure environment
Long-term business requirements
Strategic IS policy decisions for the enterprise, including sourcing strategies
IS strategic leadership
Consensus and commitment building
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Description
Influences improvement of organisational process efficiency and
effectiveness. Determines the IS model and the enterprise architecture in
line with the organisation's policy and ensures a secure environment.
Knowledge

e-CF Dimension 4

K2 Trends and implications of ICT internal or external developments for
typical organisations
K4 The business aims and organisational objectives
K6 The new emerging technologies (e.g.distributed systems, virtualisation,
mobility, data sets)
K7 Architectural frameworks
K8 Security
U1 Impacts of ICT implementations on people and processes in the
organizations
e-CF
Level 4
EQF
Level 7

Skills
S2 Determine requirements for processes related to ICT services
S6 Analyse feasibility in terms of costs and benefits
S7 Review and analyse effects of implementations
S8 Understand the impact of new technologies on business (e.g. open/big
data, dematerialisation opportunities and strategies)
S9 Understand the business benefits of new technologies and how this can
add value and provide competitive advantage (e.g. open/big data,
dematerialisation opportunities and strategies)
S10 Understand the enterprise architecture
S11 Understand the legal & regulatory landscape in order to factor into
business requirements
A1 Understand business impact of hacks
A2 Communicate security breaches
A3 Evaluate organisational digital maturity
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level
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Description
Anticipates long-term business requirements. Makes strategic IS policy
decisions for the enterprise, including sourcing strategies. Provides IS
strategic leadership to reach consensus and commitment from the
management team of the enterprise

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge

e-CF
Level 5
EQF
Level 8

K1 Business strategy concepts
K2 Trends and implications of ICT internal or external developments for
typical organisations
K3 The potential and opportunities of relevant business models
K4 The business aims and organisational objectives
K5 The issues and implications of sourcing models
K6 The new emerging technologies (e.g.distributed systems, virtualisation,
mobility, data sets)
K7 Architectural frameworks
K8 Security
Skills
S1 Analyse future developments in business process and technology
application
S3 Identify and analyse long term user/customer needs
S4 Contribute to the development of ICT strategy and policy, including ICT
security and quality
S5 Contribute to the development of the business strategy
S6 Analyse feasibility in terms of costs and benefits
S7 Review and analyse effects of implementations
S9 Understand the business benefits of new technologies and how this can
add value and provide competitive advantage (e.g. open/big data,
dematerialisation opportunities and strategies)
A3 Evaluate organisational digital maturity
A4 Communicate security breaches
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Literature Examples Author

Title

Davenport T. H.

Process Innovation. Reengineering work
through Information Technology, Harvard
Business School Press, Boston, 1993

DeLone W.H., McLean E.R.

The DeLone and McLean model os
Information System Success: a ten year
update, Journal of Management
Infomation System, 19, pp. 9-30, 2003

Hammer M.

Re-engineering work: Don't automate,
obliterate, Harvard Business Review, 77:6,
pp. 104-112, 1990
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Venkatesh V., Davis F.

A theoretical extension of Technology
Acceptance Model: four longitudinal field
studies, Management Science, 46, pp.186204, 2000

Venkatraman N.

IT-induced business reconfiguration, Scott
Morton, pp.122-158, 1991

Goodhue D.L.

IS attitudes: Toward theoretical and
definitional clarity, Data Base, 19, 2002

Ross J. W., Weill P., Robertson
D. C.

Enterprise Architecture as Strategy:
Creating a Foundation for Business
Execution; Harvard Business School Press
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A.3 - Business Plan Development
Title Business Plan Development

e-CF A.3.

Description Addresses the design and structure of a business or product plan including
the identification of alternative approaches as well as return on investment
propositions. Considers the possible and applicable sourcing models.
Presents cost benefit analysis and reasoned arguments in support of the
selected strategy. Ensures compliance with business and technology
strategies. Communicates and sells business plan to relevant stakeholders
and addresses political, financial, and organisational interests.
ICT Professional Business Analyst
Profiles (CEN) Business Information
Manager
Chief Information Officer
Enterprise Architect

Knowledge areas (from ICT Strategy and
Foundational ICT BoK) Governance
Business and Market of ICT

ESCO ICT business analyst
occupations ICT business analysis manager
ICT business development
manager
chief information officer
enterprise architect
Previous Project, Program & Portfolio
knowledge Management
Operation & Service
Management
Economics and Financial
Analysis
Corporate Governance
ICT & Technology Trends
Requirements Engineering

Main Subjects Corporate Strategy / Digital Strategy
Understand the external business and technological environment
Understand and contribute to the organizational global and corresponding
digital strategy
Innovation / ICT and Technology Trends
Identify valuable innovative solutions
Monitor ICT and technology trends
Business Modelling / Business Planning
Define the corresponding business model
Define the corresponding business case / business plan
Define the benefit realization plan
Contribute to the project plan of the initiative and to the corresponding
release plan
Contribute to the transition plan and operation plan
Analyze the market and contribute to the marketing plan
Elicitation / Communication / Negotiation
Elicit and communicate the business need
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Elicit, communicate and negotiate the business requirements
Requirements Analysis, Modelling and Solution Scope Definition
Analyze and model high level requirements
Perform feasibility studies
Assess alternative options
Define solution scope
Management of the Business Planning Activities
Planning and monitoring business planning activities
Manage the business planning team
Manage stakeholders
Manage business requirements baseline and requirements documentation
Manage solution documentation and knowledge
Description
Exploits specialist knowledge to provide analysis of market environment
etc.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge

e-CF
Level 3
EQF
Level 6

"K1 business plan elements and milestones
K2 the present and future
market size and needs
K3 competition and SWOT
analysis techniques (for
product features and also
the external environment)
K4 value creation channels
K5 profitability elements
K6 the issues and
implications of sourcing
models
K7 financial planning and
dynamics"
K2 the present and future market size and needs
K3 competition and SWOT analysis techniques (for product features and
also the external environment)
K4 value creation channels
K5 profitability elements
K6 the issues and implications of sourcing models
K7 financial planning and dynamics
"U1 economic, technological, industry and organization environment
"
U2 relevant models, tools and techniques of economic and financial
analysis
U3 relevant types of business models
Skills
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S1 address and identify essential elements of product or solution value
propositions
S2 define the appropriate value creation channels
S3 build a detailed SWOT analysis
S4 generate short and long term performance reports (e.g. financial,
profitability, usage and value creation)
S5 identify main milestones of the plan
A1 contribute to the business case or business plan documentation
A2 contribute to the business model corresponding to the entire
organization or to a specific initiative (es. business model canvas)
A3 contribute to the product vision or product roadmap (e.g. vision board,
product roadmap, product canvas)
A4 contribute to the business realization plan
A5 elicit needs and requirements
A6 analyze and model requirements and solution scope (e.g. using UML,
SYSML, BPML)
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Description
Provides leadership for the creation of an information system strategy that
meets the requirements of the business.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge

e-CF
Level 4
EQF
Level 7

"K1 business plan elements and milestones
K2 the present and future
market size and needs
K3 competition and SWOT
analysis techniques (for
product features and also
the external environment)
K4 value creation channels
K5 profitability elements
K6 the issues and
implications of sourcing
models
K7 financial planning and
dynamics"
K2 the present and future market size and needs
K3 competition and SWOT analysis techniques (for product features and
also the external environment)
K4 value creation channels
K5 profitability elements
K6 the issues and implications of sourcing models
K7 financial planning and dynamics
K8 new emerging technologies
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K9 risk and opportunity assessment techniques
"U1 economic, technological, industry and organization environment
"
U2 relevant models, tools and techniques of economic and financial
analysis
U3 relevant types of business models
Skills
S1 address and identify essential elements of product or solution value
propositions
S2 define the appropriate value creation channels
S3 build a detailed SWOT analysis
S4 generate short and long term performance reports (e.g. financial,
profitability, usage and value creation)
S5 identify main milestones of the plan
A5 elicit needs and requirements
A6 analyze and model requirements and solution scope (e.g. using UML,
SYSML, BPML)
A7 organize and complete the business case or business plan
documentation
A8 define the business model corresponding to the entire organization or
to a specific initiative (es. business model canvas)
A9 develop the product vision or product roadmap (e.g. vision board,
product roadmap, product canvas)
A10 develop the business realization plan
A11 analyze the maket and contribute to define the marketing plan
A12 contribute to the project plan of the initiative and to the
corresponding release plan
A13 contribute to the transition and operation plan
A14 validate requirements and solution
A15 manage the team committed to the development of the business plan
and of the related workproducts
A16 contribute to the management of the requirements baseline and the
solution configuration
A17 contribute to the management of the documentation and knowledge
ECVET Points Indication

e-CF Dimension 4

Defined at LU level

Description
e-CF
Level 5
EQF
Level 8

Applies strategic thinking and organisational leadership to exploit the
capability of Information Technology to improve the business.
Knowledge
K1 business plan elements and milestones
K2 the present and future market size and needs
K3 competition and SWOT analysis techniques (for product features and
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also the external environment)
K4 value creation channels
K5 profitability elements
K6 the issues and implications of sourcing models
K7 financial planning and dynamics
U1 economic, technological, industry and organizational environment
U3 relevant types of business models
Skills
S1 Address and identify essential elements of product or solution value
propositions
S2 Define the appropriate value creation channels
S5 Identify main milestones of the plan
A1 Contribute to the business case or business plan documentation
A2 Contribute to the business model corresponding to the entire
organization or to a specific initiative (es. business model canvas)
A3 Contribute to the product vision or product roadmap (e.g. vision board,
product roadmap, product canvas)
A4 Contribute to the business realization plan
A11 Analyze the maket and contribute to define the marketing plan
A12 Contribute to the project plan of the initiative and to the
corresponding release plan
A13 Contribute to the transition and operation plan
A14 Validate requirements and solution
A15 Manage the team committed to the development of the business plan
and of the related workproducts
A16 Contribute to the management of the requirements baseline and the
solution configuration
A17 Contribute to the management of the documentation and knowledge
A18 Ensure the alligment of the business plan to the overall corporate and
digital strategy
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Literature Examples Author
International Institute of
Business Analysis

Title
BABOK v.2 and BABOK v.3
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A.5 - Architecture Design
Title Architecture Design

e-CF A.5.

Description Specifies, refines, updates and makes available a formal approach to
implement solutions, necessary to develop and operate the IS architecture.
Identifies change requirements and the components involved: hardware,
software, applications, processes, information and technology platform.
Takes into account interoperability, scalability, usability and security.
Maintains alignment between business evolution and technology
developments.
ICT Professional Enterprise Architect
Profiles (CEN) Systems Analyst
Systems Architect
Knowledge areas (from ICT Strategy & Governance
Foundational ICT BoK) Architecture
Human-Computer
Interaction

ESCO enterprise architect
occupations ICT system analyst
ICT system architect
Previous Application design
knowledge Systems and Infrastructure
design
Company's business
understanding
Organisation and IT strategy
principles

Main Subjects Defining the architecture
Architecture principles: business architecture, logical architecture, physical
architecture
Enterprise architecture domains: business, data, applications, technology
Architecture frameworks (TOGAF, Zachman, others), architecture patterns
and tools
Applying the architecture
Defining, mapping and updating the organisation's architectures
Applying and supporting application and data architecture
Applying and supporting technology architecture
Defining and supporting policies and standards
Ensuring architecture requirements are fulfilled
Evolving the architecture
Evaluating technology opportunities
Evaluating benefits, costs and risks of current and new architecture
Aligning business and IT architecture
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Description
Exploits specialist knowledge to define relevant ICT technology and
specifications to be deployed in the construction of multiple ICT projects,
applications or infrastructure improvements.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge

e-CF
Level 3

K1 Architecture frameworks, methodologies and systems design tools
K2 Systems architecture requirements: performance, maintainability,
extendibility, scalability, availability, security and accessibility
Skills
S2 Use knowledge in various technology areas to build and deliver the
enterprise architecture
S5 Develop design patterns and models to assist system analysts in
designing consistent applications
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Description
Acts with wide ranging accountability to define the strategy to implement
ICT technology compliant with business need. Takes account of the current
technology platform, obsolescent equipment and latest technological
innovations.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge

e-CF
Level 4
EQF
Level 7

K1 Architecture frameworks, methodologies and systems design tools
K2 Systems architecture requirements: performance, maintainability,
extendibility, scalability, availability, security and accessibility
K3 Costs, benefits and risks of a system architecture
K4 The company’s enterprise architecture and internal standards
K5 New emerging technologies (e.g., distributed systems, virtualisation
models, datasets, mobile systems)
Skills
S1 Provide expertise to help solve complex technical problems and ensure
best architecture solutions are implemented
S2 Use knowledge in various technology areas to build and deliver the
enterprise architecture
"S4 assist in communication of the enterprise architecture and standards,
principles and objectives
to the application teams"
S5 Develop design patterns and models to assist system analysts in
designing consistent applications
A1 Develop company's architecture policies and standards
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level
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Description
Provides ICT strategic leadership for implementing the enterprise strategy.
Applies strategic thinking to discover and recognize new patterns in vast
datasets and new ICT systems, to achieve business savings.
Knowledge
K1 Architecture frameworks, methodologies and systems design tools
K2 Systems architecture requirements: performance, maintainability,
extendibility, scalability, availability, security and accessibility
K3 Costs, benefits and risks of a system architecture
K4 The company’s enterprise architecture and internal standards
K5 New emerging technologies (e.g., distributed systems, virtualisation
models, datasets, mobile systems)

e-CF Dimension 4

Skills
e-CF
Level 5
EQF
Level 8

S1 Provide expertise to help solve complex technical problems and ensure
best architecture solutions are implemented
S2 Use knowledge in various technology areas to build and deliver the
enterprise architecture
S3 Understand the business objectives / drivers that impact the
architecture component (data, application, security, development etc.)
"S4 Assist in communication of the enterprise architecture and standards,
principles and objectives
to the application teams"
S5 Develop design patterns and models to assist system analysts in
designing consistent applications
A1 Develop company's architecture policies and standards
A2 Align architecture to business strategy
A3 Contribute to business development and innovation through IT
architecture
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Literature Examples Author
The Open Group

Title
TOGAF® Version 9.1. Van Haren, 2013

Carol O'Rourke, Neal Fishman, Enterprise Architecture Using the
Zachman Framework. Thomson Course
Warren Selkow
Technology, 2003
Col Perks, Tony Beveridge

Guide to Enterprise IT Architecture.
Springer-Verlag, 2003

Roger Sessions

Software Fortresses: Modeling Enterprise
Architectures. Addison-Wesley
Professional, 2003

Roger Sessions

A Comparison of the Top Four EnterpriseArchitecture Methodologies. Object
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Watch, Inc. - Microsoft msdn, 2007
Jeanne W. Ross, Peter Weill,
David Robertson

Enterprise Architecture As Strategy:
Creating a Foundation for Business
Execution. Harward Business Press, 2006

Martin Fawler and others

Patterns of Enterprise Application
Architecture. Addison Wesley, 2002-2014

Stefan Bente, Uwe Bombosch,
Shailendra Langade

Collaborative Enterprise Architecture:
Enriching EA with Lean, Agile, and
Enterprise 2.0 practices. Morgan
Kaufmann, 2012

José Carlos Cavalcanti

Effects of IT on Enterprise Architecture,
Governance, and Growth. Business
Science Reference, 2015

Pethuru Raj

Cloud Enterprise Architecture. CRC Press,
2013

Svyatoslav Kotusev

Enterprise Architecture Frameworks: The
Fad of the Century. British Computer
Science, 2016
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A.6 – Application Design
Title Application Design

e-CF A.6.

Description Analyses, specifies, updates and makes available a model to implement
applications in accordance with IS policy and user / customer needs.
Selects appropriate technical options for application design, optimising the
balance between cost and quality. Designs data structures and builds
system structure models according to analysis results through modelling
languages. Ensures that all aspects take account of interoperability,
usability and security. Identifies a common reference framework validate
the models with representative users, based upon development models
(e.g. iterative approach).
ICT Professional Database Administrator
Profiles (CEN) Digital Media Specialist
Systems Analyst
Knowledge areas (from Architecture
Foundational ICT BoK) Data & Information
Management
Software design &
development
Human Computer
Interaction

ESCO database administrator
occupations digital media designer
ICT system analyst
Previous Introduction to security
knowledge principles and concepts
Software elements of a
computer system
Programming languages and
protocols
Project management
principles and concepts

Main Subjects Planning Application Design
Identify customers, users and stakeholders
Analyse needs and requirements
Collect, formalise and validate functional and non-functional requirements
Estimate time and costs of application development
Designing applications
Select appropriate technical options
Design data structures
Design ICT solution according to requirements
Evaluating the Design of an Application
Ensure compliance with all requirement and constraints
Ensure integration in a complex environment
Validate and monitor the overall design according to the development
model
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Description
Contributes to design and general functional specification and interfaces.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge
K1 Requirements modelling and needs analysis techniques
K4 User interface design principles
K5 Languages for formalising functional specification
K7 DBMS, Data Warehouse, DSS, ... etc.
K8 Mobile technologies
e-CF
Level 1

U1 Impact of new technologies on application design
Skills
S1 Identify customers, users & stakeholders
S2 Collect, formalise and validate functional and non-functional
requirements
S6 Design functional specification starting from defined requirements
A1 Design and integrate data models
A2 Design user interface and interaction flow
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Description
Organises the overall planning of the design of the application.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge

e-CF
Level 2
EQF
Level
4-5

K1 Requirements modelling and needs analysis techniques
K2 Software development methods and their rationale(e.g. prototyping,
agile methods. reverse engineering, etc.)
K4 User interface design principles
K5 Languages for formalising functional specification
K6 Existing applications and related architecture
K7 DBMS, Data Warehouse, DSS, ... etc.
K8 Mobile technologies
U1 Impact of new technologies on application design
Skills
S1 Identify customers, users & stakeholders
S2 Collect, formalise and validate functional and non-functional
requirements
S6 Design functional specification starting from defined requirements
S7 Evaluate the suitability of different application development methods
for the current scenario
S8 Establish systematic and frequent communication with customers, users
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and stakeholders
S9 Ensure that controls and functionalities are built into the design
A1 Design and integrate data models
A2 Design user interface and interaction flow
A3 Ensure correct integration in a complex environment
A4 Evaluate impact of new technologies on application design
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Description
Accounts for own and others actions in ensuring that the application is
correctly integrated within a complex environment and complies with
user/customer needs.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge

e-CF
Level 3
EQF
Level 6

K1 Requirements modelling and needs analysis techniques
K2 Software development methods and their rationale(e.g. prototyping,
agile methods. reverse engineering, etc.)
K3 Metrics related to application development
K4 User interface design principles
K5 Languages for formalising functional specification
K6 Existing applications and related architecture
K7 DBMS, Data Warehouse, DSS, ... etc.
K8 Mobile technologies
K9 Threat modelling techniques
U1 Impact of new technologies on application design
U2 Application design organisation and monitoring
Skills
S1 Identify customers, users and stakeholders, and their perspectives
S2 Collect, formalise and validate functional and non-functional
requirements
S3 Apply estimation models and data to evaluate costs of different
software lifecycle phases
S4 Evaluate the use of prototypes to support requirements validation
S5 Design, organize and monitor the overall plan for the design of an
application
S6 Design functional specification starting from defined requirements
S7 evaluate the suitability of different application development methods
for the current scenario
S8 Establish systematic and frequent communication with customers, users
and stakeholders
S9 Ensure that controls and functionalities are built into the design
A1 Design and integrate data models
A2 Design user interface and interaction flow
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A3 Ensure correct integration in a complex environment
A4 Evaluate impact of new technologies on application design
A5 Contribute to define a process and a methodology for application
design
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Literature Examples Author

Title

The Carnegie Mellon
University, Software
Engineering Institute

The Capability Maturity Model, Addison
Wesley Longman, Inc., 1994

Dye, Lowell D. and
Pennypacker, James S.

Project Portfolio Management, Selecting
and Prioritizing Projects for Competitive
Advantage. Pennsylvania: Center for
Business Practices, 1999

Hadden, R.

Leading culture change in your software
organization. Vienna, VA: Management
Concepts, 2003

Kaplan, R. and Norton, D.

The Balanced Scorecard: Translating a
Strategy into Action. Boston: Harvard
Business School Press, 1996

Project Management
Institute, Inc.

A Guide to the Project Management Body
of Knowledge, Fifth Edition, Newtown
Square, PA., 2012

Sodhi, J., & Sodhi, P.

Managing IT systems requirements.
Vienna, VA: Management Concepts, 2003

Wiegers, K.

Software requirements: practical
techniques for gathering and managing
requirements throughout the product
development cycle. 2nd ed. Redmond,
WA: Microsoft Press, 2003
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A.7 - Technology Trend Monitoring
Title Technology Trend Monitoring

e-CF A.7.

Description Investigates latest ICT technological developments to establish
understanding of evolving technologies. Devises innovative solutions for
integration of new technology into existing products, applications or
services or for the creation of new solutions.
ICT Professional Enterprise Architect
Profiles (CEN) ICT Consultant
ICT Security Manager
Systems Architect
Knowledge areas (from Business and Market of ICT
Foundational ICT BoK) Network & Systems
Integration
Emerging / Disruptive
Technologies

ESCO enterprise architect
occupations ICT Consultant
ICT security manager
ICT system architect
Previous Portfolio Management, IT
knowledge capability & maturity
Company (business) vision &
strategy
Enterprise / Business / IT
Architecture
Security Awareness

Main Subjects Radical Transparancy and Cooperation
Living in a transparent world - companies, governments and people have
access to everything and anyone
Understanding the logics of exponential growth of technology and its
impact
Understanding the logics of network (people and systems)
Understanding the spirit of time; Zeitgeist
Learning how Co-creation works
Radical Decentralisation and tech driven change
Systems, Manufacturing, Information, etc
Tech driven decentralisation
How to collaborate and work
Blockchain
Bits in Atoms - Next Tech
Autonomous systems, Machine Learning, Artificial intelligence and
development
Internet of things, Sensoring
VR, AR, 3D Printing, Robotics, Singularity, Smart Systems
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Description
Exploits wide ranging specialist knowledge of new and emerging
technologies, coupled with a deep understanding of the business, to
envision and articulate solutions for the future. Provides expert guidance
and advice, to the leadership team to support strategic decisionmaking.
Knowledge

e-CF Dimension 4

K1 emerging technologies and the relevant market applications
K2 market needs
K4 the rules of discussions in web communities
K5 applied research programme approaches

e-CF
Level 4

U1 the IT strategy and corresponding infrastructure of the organisation
U2 basic principles of TA (Technology Assessment)
U3 the business strategy of the organization
U4 business & IT capabilities of the organisation
U5 new ways of working and co-creation
U6 technology market trends opportunities and threats from data strategy
point of view
Skills
S1 monitor sources of information and continuously follow the most
promising
S2 identify vendors and providers of the most promising solutions;
evaluates, justifies and proposes the most appropriate
S3 identify business advantages and improvements of adopting emerging
technologies
A1 assess personal capabilities to address trends
A2 assess trends and drill down to consequences
A3 deal with insecure situations and unknown territories, self
empowerment and critical views with regard to Technology Assessment,
Co-creation
A4 relate the business requirements, the IT infrastructure and the data
strategy threats and opportunities
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

e-CF Dimension 4

Description
e-CF
Level 5
EQF
Level
8

Makes strategic decisions envisioning and articulating future ICT solutions
for customer-oriented processes, new business products and services;
directs the organisation to build and exploit them.
Knowledge
K1 emerging technologies and the relevant market applications
K5 applied research programme approaches
U7 how to engage peers and colleagues
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U8 self empowerment with new technology
U9 how trends interact, 'connecting the dots'
U10 business value of data/access
U11 data science
Skills
S1 monitor sources of information and continuously follow the most
promising
S2 identify vendors and providers of the most promising solutions;
evaluates, justifies and proposes the most appropriate
S3 identify business advantages and improvements of adopting emerging
technologies
A5 set personal goals
A6 create organisation plan
A7 quick scans of new tech
A8 sell the plan / act as a start up
A9 realise change and new opportunities
A10 actively engage your colleagues, peers and organisation
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Literature Examples Author

Title

Richard Florida

The Rise of the Creative Class

Kurz Weil

The Singularity Is Near, How to Create a
Mind

Chris Anderson

Makers: The New Industrial Revolution

Innovation Value Institute

IT Capability Maturity Framework IT-CMF

Melanie Swan

Blockchain: Blueprint for a New Economy

Jerry Luftman

Strategic Alignment Maturity

Venkat Ramaswamy & Francis
Gouillart

Building-the-co-creative-enterprise

Manuel Castells

The Rise of the Network Society, The
Information Age: Economy, Society and
Culture

Alvin Toffler

The Third Wave
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A.9 - Innovating
Title Innovating

e-CF A.9.

Description Devises creative solutions for the provision of new concepts, ideas,
products or services. Deploys novel and open thinking to envision
exploitation of technological advances to address business/ society needs
or research direction.
ICT Professional Business Information
Profiles (CEN) Manager
Chief Information Officer
(CIO)
Systems Architect
Knowledge areas (from ICT Strategy and
Foundational ICT BoK) Governance
Business and Market of ICT
Emerging/ Disruptive
Technologies

ESCO ICT business analysis manager
occupations ICT business development
manager
chief information officer
ICT system architect
Previous
knowledge

Main Subjects

Description
Applies independent thinking and technology awareness to lead the
integration of disparate concepts for the provision of unique solutions.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge
e-CF
Level 4
EQF
Level 7

K1 existing and emerging technologies and market applications
K2 business, society and/ or research habits, trends and needs
K3 innovation processes techniques
Skills
S2 create a proof of concept
S3 think out of the box
S4 identify appropriate resources
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level
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Description
Challenges the status quo and provides strategic leadership for the
introduction of revolutionary concepts.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge
e-CF
Level 5
EQF
Level 8

K1 existing and emerging technologies and market applications
K2 business, society and/ or research habits, trends and needs
K3 innovation processes techniques
Skills
S1 identify business advantages and improvements of adopting emerging
technologies
S3 think out of the box
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Literature Examples Author

Title

Gijs van Wulfen

The Innovation Expedition

Sean Ellis, Morgan Brown

Hacking Growth

Peter Hinssen

The Day After Tomorrow

Hans de Bruijn, Ernst Ten
Heuvelhof

Management in Networks - On multi-actor
decision making

Dilek Cetindamar

Technology Management: Activities and
Tools

Eric Ries

The Lean Startup: How Today's
Entrepreneurs Use Continuous Innovation
to Create Radically Successful Business
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B.3 - Testing
Title Testing

e-CF B.3.

Description Constructs and executes systematic test procedures for ICT systems or
customer usability requirements to establish compliance with design
specifications. Ensures that new or revised components or systems
perform to expectation. Ensures meeting of internal, external, national and
international standards; including health and safety, usability,
performance, reliability or compatibility. Produces documents and reports
to evidence certification requirements.
ICT Professional Developer
Profiles (CEN) Digital Media Specialist
Systems Administrator
Test Specialist

Knowledge areas (from Testing
Foundational ICT BoK)

ESCO ICT application developer
occupations software developer
digital media designer
ICT system administrator
ICT system tester
Previous Concepts of software
knowledge development
Foundations of usability and
accesibility

Main Subjects Fundamentals of Testing
Importance of testing and key terms
What is testing?
Testing principles and fundamental process
Ethics and psychology
Testing Throughout the Software Life Cycle
Software Development Models and testing
Test levels
Test types (including maintenance)
Maintenance testing
Testing Design Techniques
The test development process
Categories of Test Design Techniques and selection for each situation
Specification-based or Black-box Techniques
Structure-based or White-box Techniques
Experience-based and other complementary techniques
Documentation of test design
Tool Support for Testing
Types of test tools
Effective Use of Tools: Potential Benefits and Risks
Introducing a Tool into an Organization
Test Management
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Test organization, planning and estimation
Test progress monitoring and control
Link to configuration management
Risks and incidents management

Description
Performs simple tests in strict compliance with detailed instructions.
Knowledge

e-CF Dimension 4

K1 techniques, infrastructure and tools to be used in the testing process
e-CF
Level 1
EQF
Level 3

U1 techniques, infrastructure and tools to prepare tests of an ICT system
U2 techniques to adapt tests to each specific ICT system
U3 techniques, infrastructure and tools to deploy and execute the planned
test of an ICT system
Skills
S4 prepare and conduct tests of ICT systems
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Description
Organises test programmes and builds scripts to stress test potential
vulnerabilities. Records and reports outcomes providing analysis of results.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge

e-CF
Level 2
EQF
Level
4-5

K2 the lifecycle of a testing process
K4 national and international standards defining quality criteria for testing
U4 standard techniques, methods and tools for managing test
programmes
U5 sound methods and techniques for designing different sorts of tests
(functional, integration, performance, usability, stress etc.)
U6 techniques and tools for documentation and results of tests of ICT
systems
U7 techniques and tools for monitoring test programmes and results
U8 methods for designing test to be compliant to national and
international standards defining quality criteria
Skills
S3 design tests of ICT systems
S5 report and document tests and results
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level
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Description
Exploits specialist knowledge to supervise complex testing programmes.
Ensures tests and results are documented to provide input to subsequent
process owners such as designers, users or maintainers. Accountable for
compliance with testing procedures including a documented audit trail.
Knowledge

e-CF Dimension 4

K3 the different sorts of tests (functional, integration, performance,
usability, stress etc.)
e-CF
Level 3
EQF
Level 6

U9 methods and tools for supervising execution of plans for testing ICT
systems ensuring proper procedures and documentation
U10 methods and techniques for adapting testing procedures and plans to
complex testing programmes and projects
U11 methods and techniques for adapting testing procedures and plans to
web, cloud and mobile technologies and environmental requirements
U12 methods and tools for reviewing performance of testing and audits
compliance with procedures and national and international standards
defining quality criteria
Skills
S2 manage and evaluate the test process
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Description
Exploits wide ranging specialist knowledge to create a process for the
entire testing activity, including the establishment of internal standard of
practices. Provides expert guidance and advice to the testing team.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge
e-CF
Level 4
EQF
Level 7

U13 methods for defining and organizing testing processes in an
organization along the life cycle
U14 methods for creating and developing internal procedures supporting
testing processes along the life cycle
U15 expert methods for guiding and advising personnel on testing
activities
U16 methods for developing and managing test plans, at least for complex
projects
Skills
S1 create and manage a test plan
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level
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Literature Examples Author

Title

Cem Kaner, Hung Quoc
Nguyen, Jack Falk

Testing Computer Software, 1992

Paul C. Jorgensen

Software Testing: A Craftman's Approach,
1995

Cem Kaner, David Pels

Bad Software: What to Do When
Software Fails, 1999

Peter Brian, Angelina
Samaroo, Peter Geoff

Software Testing - An ISTQB-BCS Certified
Tester Foundation guide, 3rd edition, BCS
Learning & Development Limited, 2015

Brian Hambling

Software Testing: An ISTQB-ISEB
Foundation Guide, Second Edition, British
Informatics Society Limited, 2010

James A. Whittaker

How to Break Software: A Practical Guide
to Testing, 2002

Boris Beizer

Software Testing Techniques, 1990
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B.5 – Documentation production
Title Documentation production

e-CF B.5.

Description Produces documents describing products, services, components or
applications to establish compliance with relevant documentation
requirements. Selects appropriate style and media for presentation
materials. Creates templates for document-management systems. Ensures
that functions and features are documented in an appropriate way.
Ensures that existing documents are valid and up to date.
ICT Professional Developer
Profiles (CEN) Digital Media Specialist

Knowledge areas (from Competence not included
Foundational ICT BoK) in BoK

ESCO ICT documentation manager
occupations Digital media specialist
All software, ICT services and
infrastructure development
and maintenance occupations
Previous Not included in BoK
knowledge Technical writing

Main Subjects 1 Documentation planning and context analysis
1.1 General IT documentation needs analysis
1.2 Applicable standards guiding IT documentation
1.3 Connection to processes and project development
2 Content creation
2.1 Information sources and selection of information
2.2 Structure of information
2.3 Content creation
2.4 Writing practices for creating content
2.5 Integration of content
3. Content tools
3.1 Word processing and document edition
3.2 Media and presentation creation and edition
3.3 Content management systems
3.4 Interactive and online content
4. Quality assurance and document management
4.1 Quality assurance of documentation
4.2 Localization/translation
4.3 Document management and configuration control
4.4 Content management
4.5 Accessibility
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use and apply standards to define document structure
use and apply standards to define document structure

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge

e-CF
Level 1

K1 tools for production, editing and distribution of professional documents
K2 tools for multimedia presentation creation
U1 Content management systems and document management systems
U3 technical writing methods
Skills
S1 observe and deploy effective use of corporate standards for
publications
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Description
determine documentation requirements taking into account the purpose
and environment to which it applies

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge
e-CF
Level 2

K3 Different technical documents required for designing, developing and
deploying products, applications and services
K4 Version control of documentation production
U2 Documentation standards for IT
Skills
S2 Prepare templates for shared publications
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Description

e-CF Dimension 4

Adapt the level of detail according to the objective of the documentation
and the targeted population
Knowledge
e-CF
Level 3

U4 Documentation review methods
U5 Documentation configuration management
Skills
S3 Organize and control content management workflow
S4 Keep publications aligned to the solution during the entire lifecycle
A1 Verify and validate documentation
A2 Analyze accessibility
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ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Literature Examples Author
Linda Levine, Linda H. Pesante
and Susan B. Dunkle

Title
Technical Writing for Software Engineers,
Software Engineering Institute, CMU,
1991
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B.6 - Systems Engineering
Title Systems Engineering

e-CF B.6.

Description Engineers software and/or hardware components to meet solution
requirements such as specifications, costs, quality, time, energy efficiency,
information security and data protection. Follows a systematic
methodology to analyse and build the required components and
interfaces. Builds system structure models and conducts system behavior
simulation. Performs unit and system tests to ensure requirements are
met.
ICT Professional Business Analyst
Profiles (CEN) Enterprise Architect
Systems Analyst
Systems Architect
Knowledge areas (from Architecture
Foundational ICT BoK) Data and Information
Management
Network & Systems
Integration

ESCO ICT business analyst
occupations enterprise architect
ICT system analyst
ICT system architect
Previous Requirements Engineering
knowledge Project Management
Operation & Service
Management

Main Subjects The System Engineering process groups
Technical Processes
Management Processes
Agreement Processes
Organizational Processes
Elicitation / Communication / Negotiation
Elicit, communicate and negotiate system requirements
Communicate system designs and system workproducts
Requirements Analysis and Management
Analyze and model system requirements
Perform feasibility studies
Assess alternative options
Define system scope and lifecycle
Trace and manage system requirements
Evaluate system performance
Management of System Engineering Activities
Planning and monitoring system engineering activities
Manage system engineering team
Manage system stakeholders
Manage system requirements and system design
Manage system workproducts and configuration
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Description
Ensures interoperability of the system components. Exploits wide ranging
specialist knowledge to create a complete system that will satisfy the
system constraints and meet the customer’s expectations.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge
e-CF
Level 3
EQF
Level 6

K1
K2
U1
Skills
S1
S2
A1
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Description
"Handles complexity by developing standard procedures and architectures
in support of cohesive product development. Establishes a set of system
requirements that will guide the design of the system.
Identifies which system requirements should be allocated to which
elements of the system."

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge
e-CF
Level 4
EQF
Level 7

K1
K2
K3
K4
U1
U2
Skills
S1
S2
S3
A1
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Literature Examples Author
International Council of
System Engineering

Title
System Engineering Book of Knowledge SEBOK
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C.2 – Change Support
Title Change Support

e-CF C.2.

Description Implements and guides the evolution of an ICT solution. Ensures efficient
control and scheduling of software or hardware modifications to prevent
multiple upgrades creating unpredictable outcomes. Minimises service
disruption as a consequence of changes and adheres to defined service
level agreement (SLA). Ensures consideration and compliance with
information security procedures.
ICT Professional ICT Operations Manager
Profiles (CEN) ICT Security Specialist
Quality Assurance Manager
Service Manager
Technical Specialist
Knowledge areas (from Security Management
Foundational ICT BoK) Operations and Service
Management

ESCO ICT operations manager
occupations ICT security technician
ICT quality assurance manager
ICT technician

Previous Integration and Management
knowledge of ICT Systems, Services and
Processes
Risk Management
ICT Project Management

Main Subjects Establishment and Integrity of the baselines
Track and control changes
Change management tools and techniques
Standards and practices in information security management
Audits of changes

Description

e-CF Dimension 4

During change, acts systematically to respond to day by day operational
needs and react to them, avoiding service disruptions and maintaining
coherence to (SLA) and information security requirements.
e-CF
Level 2
EQF
Level 4 and 5

Knowledge
K1 functional specifications of the information system
K2 the existing ICT application technical architecture
K4 change management tools and techniques
Skills
S1 share functional and technical specifications with ICT teams in charge of
the maintenance and evolution of ICT solutions
S2 manage communications with ICT teams in charge of the maintenance
and the evolution of information systems solutions
ECVET Points Indication
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Defined at LU level

Description
Ensures the integrity of the system by controlling the application of
functional updates, software or hardware additions and maintenance
activities. Complies with budget requirements.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge

e-CF
Level 3
EQF
Level 6

K1 functional specifications of the information system
K2 the existing ICT application technical architecture
K3 how business processes are integrated and their dependency upon ICT
applications
K4 change management tools and techniques
K5 the best practices and standards in information security management
Skills
S1 share functional and technical specifications with ICT teams in charge of
the maintenance and evolution of ICT solutions
S2 manage communications with ICT teams in charge of the maintenance
and the evolution of information systems solutions
S3 analyse the impact of functional/technical changes on users
S4 anticipate all actions required to mitigate the impact of changes
(training, documentation, new processes...)
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Literature Examples Author

Title

Mary Beth Chrissis and Mike
Konrad

CMMI for Development: Guidelines for
Process Integration and Product
Improvement (3rd Edition) (SEI Series in
Software Engineering)

David Whitgift

Methods and Tools for Software
Configuration Management (Wiley Series
in Software Engineering Practice)

Kim Fowler

Developing and Managing Embedded
Systems and Products: Methods,
Techniques, Tools, Processes, and
Teamwork
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C.4 – Problem Management
Title Problem Management

e-CF C.4.

Description Identifies and resolves the root cause of incidents. Takes a proactive
approach to avoidance or identification of root cause of ICT problems.
Deploys a knowledge system based on recurrence of common errors.
Resolves or escalates incidents. Optimises system or component
performance.
ICT Professional Service Desk Agent
Profiles (CEN) Service Manager
Systems Administrator
Technical Specialist
Knowledge areas (from Operations and Service
Foundational ICT BoK) Management

ESCO ICT help desk manager
occupations ICT operations manager
ICT system administrator
ICT technician
Previous Applications and development
knowledge software functionalities
Systems and infrastructure
functionalities
Data Management Systems

Main Subjects Operating the Problem Management process
Problem definition according to market frameworks (ITIL v3, COBIT5,
other)
Possible problem sources
The Problem Management process: roles, steps and activities
Problem identification, classification and allocation
Problem tracking and solution, escalation procedures
The knowledge database
Integration with other Operations related processes
Using diagnostic and tracking tools
Systems provided diagnostic tool functionalities
Ticketing and Service Desk tools functionalities
Monitoring tools functionalities
Application problems tracking
Using general problem solving techniques
Defining and optimizing the process
Process, roles and responsibilities definition
Process monitoring and evaluation
Critical failures anticipation and prevention
Risk based resource allocation
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Description
Identifies and classifies incident types and service interruptions. Records
incidents cataloguing them by symptom and resolution.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge

e-CF
Level 2
EQF
Level
4-5

K1 The organisation’s overall ICT infrastructure and key components
K2 The organisation’s reporting procedures
K3 The organisation’s critical situation escalation procedures
K4 The application and availability of diagnostic tools
Skills
S1 Monitor progress of issues throughout lifecycle and communicate
effectively
A1 Identify and classify incidents and problems
A2 Use incident and problem tracking tools efficiently
A3 Use diagnostic tool efficiently
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Description
Exploits specialist knowledge and in-depth understanding of the ICT
infrastructure and problem management process to identify failures and
resolve with minimum outage. Makes sound decisions in emotionally
charged environments on appropriate action required to minimise
business impact. Rapidly identifies failing component, selects alternatives
such as repair, replace or reconfigure.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge

e-CF
Level 3
EQF
Level 6

K1 The organisation’s overall ICT infrastructure and key
components+C67:C73
K2 The organisation’s reporting procedures
K3 The organisation’s critical situation escalation procedures
K4 The application and availability of diagnostic tools
U1 General problem solving methods and techniques
Skills
S1 Monitor progress of issues throughout lifecycle and communicate
effectively
S2 Identify potential critical component failures and take action to mitigate
effects of failure
A1 Identify and classify incidents and problems
A2 Use incident and problem tracking tools efficiently
A3 Use diagnostic tool efficiently
A4 Efficiently communicate with internal and external parties
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A5 Take the most appropriate decision after a failure
A6 Apply general problem solving methods to identify root cause of a
problem
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Description
Provides leadership and is accountable for the entire problem
management process. Schedules and ensures well trained human
resources, tools, and diagnostic equipment are available to meet
emergency incidents. Has depth of expertise to anticipate critical
component failure and make provision for recovery with minimum
downtime. Constructs escalation processes to ensure that appropriate
resources can be applied to each incident.
Knowledge

e-CF Dimension 4

K1 The organisation’s overall ICT infrastructure and key components
K2 The organisation’s reporting procedures
K3 The organisation’s critical situation escalation procedures
K4 The application and availability of diagnostic tools
K5 The link between system infrastructure elements and impact of failure
on related business processes
U1 General problem solving methods and techniques
U2 Risk management principles applied to problem management
e-CF
Level 4
EQF
Level 7

Skills
S1 Monitor progress of issues throughout lifecycle and communicate
effectively
S2 Identify potential critical component failures and take action to mitigate
effects of failure
S3 Conduct risk management audits and act to minimise exposures
S4 Allocate appropriate resources to maintenance activities, balancing cost
and risk
S5 Communicate at all levels to ensure appropriate resources are deployed
internally or externally to minimise outages
A1 Identify and classify incidents and problems
A2 Use incident and problem tracking tools efficiently
A3 Use diagnostic tool efficiently
A4 Efficiently communicate with internal and external parties
A5 Take the most appropriate decision after a failure
A6 Apply general problem solving methods to identify root cause of a
problem
A7 Define and review the Problem Management process
A8 Monitor the efficiency of the Problem Management process
A9 Ensure adequate resources availability
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level
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Literature Examples Author

Title

Axelos

ITIL® Service Operation. TSO (The
Stationery Office), 2011

Gary Walker

IT Problem Management. Prentice-Hall,
2001

Jim Bolton, Buff Scott III

Problem Management: A Practical Guide.
TSO (The Stationery Office), 2016

William Edwards

Problem Management for Newbies, 2017

Michael G. Hall

Problem Management: An
implementation guide for the real world.
BCS, The Chartered Institute for IT, 2014

Gerard Blokdijk, Ivanka
Menken

Problem Management Best Practice
Handbook: Building, Running and
Managing Effective Problem
Management... Art of Service, 2010

Darren O'Toole

Problem Management For I.T.
Departments, 2015
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D.1 - Information Security Strategy Development
Title Information Security Strategy Development

e-CF D.1

Description Defines and makes applicable a formal organisational strategy, scope and
culture to maintain safety and security of information from external and
internal threats, i.e. digital forensic for corporate investigations or
intrusion investigation. Provides the foundation for Information Security
Management, including role identification and accountability. Uses defined
standards to create objectives for information integrity, availability, and
data privacy.
ICT Professional ICT Security Manager
Profiles (CEN)
Knowledge areas (from ICT Strategy and
Foundational ICT BoK) Governance
Security Management
Operations & Service
Management

ESCO ICT Security Manager
occupations
Previous Integration and management
knowledge of ICT systems, services and
processes
Risk management
Information security planning
and actions
Information security
standards

Main Subjects Security and resilience of service delivery systems
Operational risk management
Access to information resources and essential elements of personal and
administrative security as a combination of technical, organizational and
personal security
Development and simulation of methods and rules for protection against
unauthorized access to information and resources
Resilience of administrative services in the event of technical and
organizational risks
Security standards and best practices
Strategic thinking
Developing / adapting a strategy
Transforming the strategy into operational objectives
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Description
Exploits depth of expertise and leverages external standards and best
practices.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge

e-CF
Level 4
EQF
Level 7

K1 the potential and opportunities of relevant standards and best practices
K2 the impact of legal requirements on information security
K3 the information strategy of the organisation
K4 possible security threats
K5 the mobility strategy
Skills
S1 develop and critically analyse the company strategy for information
security
S3 apply relevant standards, best practices and legal requirements for
information security
S5 propose effective contingency measures
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Description
Provides strategic leadership to embed information security into the
culture of the organisation.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge

e-CF
Level 5
EQF
Level 8

K1 the potential and opportunities of relevant standards and best practices
K2 the impact of legal requirements on information security
K3 the information strategy of the organisation
K4 possible security threats
K5 the mobility strategy
K6 the different service models (SaaS, PaaS, IaaS) and operational
translations (i.e. cloud computing)
Skills
S1 develop and critically analyse the company strategy for information
security
S2 define, present and promote an information security policy for approval
by the senior management of the organisation
S3 apply relevant standards, best practices and legal requirements for
information security
S4 anticipate required changes to the organisation's information security
strategy and formulate new plans
S5 propose effective contingency measures
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level
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Literature Examples Author

Title

Richard A. Caralli , Julia H.
Allen, David W. White

CERT Resilience Management Model
(CERT-RMM): A Maturity Model for
Managing Operational Resilience (SEI
Series in Software Engineering)

Robert Seacord

Secure Coding in C and C++

Robert Seacord

The CERT Oracle Secure Coding Standard
for Java

Robert Seacord

The CERT® C Coding Standard

Robert S. Kaplan and David P.
Norton

The Balanced Scorecard: Translating
Strategy into Action
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D.2 – ICT Quality Strategy Development
Title ICT Quality Strategy Development

e-CF D.2.

Description Defines, improves and refines a formal strategy to satisfy customer
expectations and improve business performance (balance between cost
and risks). Identifies critical processes influencing service delivery and
product performance for definition in the ICT quality management system.
Uses defined standards to formulate objectives for service management,
product and process quality. Identifies ICT quality management
accountability.
ICT Professional ICT Operations Manager
Profiles (CEN) Quality Assurance Manager
Knowledge areas (from ICT Strategy & Governance
Foundational ICT BoK) Quality Management
Operations & Service
management

ESCO ICT operations manager
occupations ICT quality assurance manager
Previous Product and service design
knowledge Service management
Project management
Operations management

Main Subjects Principles of quality and process management
Formulation and execution of quality management strategy
Overview of key quality management models
Process management and process institutionalization
Process and product quality management
Services/projects quality assurance
Quality assurance in agile environment
Roadmap to quality management strategy implementation
Description
Exploits wide ranging specialist knowledge to leverage and authorise the
application of external standards and best practices.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge

e-CF
Level 4

K1 the major information technology industry frameworks - COBIT, ITIL,
CMMI, ISO - and their implications for corporate IS governance
K2 the information strategy of the organisation
U1 quality strategy formulation and continuous process improvement of
the organization
U2 differences and similarities of formalized quality management models
U3 corporate ICT governance - implication of processes in corporate
strategy and operations
U4 key elements of the quality management process of the organisation
U5 quality strategy execution on service/project level
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Skills
S2 identify quality metrics to be used
S3 apply relevant standards and best practices to maintain information
quality
A1 recognize the needs of different quality management standards,
models, frameworks and schemes
A2 design and apply policies and plans in order to institutionalize processes
A3 objectively evaluate performed processes, work products and services
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Description
Provides strategic leadership to embed ICT quality (i.e. metrics and
continuous improvement) into the culture of the organisation.
Knowledge

e-CF Dimension 4

K1 the major information technology industry frameworks - COBIT, ITIL,
CMMI, ISO - and their implications for corporate IS governance
K2 the information strategy of the organisation
K3 the different service models (SaaS, PaaS, IaaS) and operational
translations (i.e. Cloud Computing)

e-CF
Level 5
EQF
Level
8

U1 quality strategy formulation and continuous process improvement of
the organization
U2 differences and similarities of formalized quality management models
U3 corporate ICT governance - implication of processes in corporate
strategy and operations
U4 key elements of the quality management process of the organisation
U5 quality strategy execution on service/project level
U6 quality management in an agile environment
U7 process of formulation or alignment of QM strategy in organization
Skills
S1 define an ICT quality policy to meet the organisations standards of
performance and customer satisfaction objectives
S2 identify quality metrics to be used
S3 apply relevant standards and best practices to maintain information
quality
A1 recognize the needs of different quality management standards,
models, frameworks and schemes)
A2 design and apply policies and plans in order to institutionalize processes
A3 objectively evaluate performed processes, work products and services
A4 manage quality in an agile environment
A5 define or adapt QM strategy in an organization
ECVET Points Indication
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Defined at LU level

Literature Examples Author
CMMI Institute, and SEI,
Carnegie Mellon University

Title
CMMI –DEV v 1.3 model
Case studies and scenarios http://cmmiinstitute.com/resources
Good practice: Empowering Edinburgh
Our ICT and Digital Strategy http://ictanddigitalstrategy.org.uk/ictdigital-strategy/

Robert Kaplan and David
Norton

The Balanced Scorecard: Translating
Strategy into Action, 1996
http://scrumguides.com/
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E.6 – ICT Quality Management
Title ICT Quality Management

e-CF

E.6

Description Implements ICT quality policy to maintain and enhance service and product
provision. Plans and defines indicators to manage quality with respect to
ICT strategy. Reviews quality measures and recommends enhancements to
influence continuous quality improvement.
ICT Professional ICT Operations Manager
Profiles (CEN) Quality Assurance Manager

ESCO ICT quality assurance manager
occupations Data quality specialist

Knowledge areas (from Quality principles
Foundational ICT BoK) Quality frameworks and
ISO Software Quality
Standards (ISO 9126 and
25000)
Software quality
management (including
QM systems,
methodologies for QM,
quality audits)
Fundamentals of quality
analysis tools
Procedural documentation
production

Previous Quality principles
knowledge General and ICT quality
frameworks
Software quality management
Fundamentals of quality
analysis tools
Procedural documentation
production

Main Subjects 1. Quality Management Foundations
Principles and Concepts
Quality Assurance General and ICT Frameworks and Models
Work Processes: Define, Build, Implement and Improve
2. Quality Assurance Practices in Software Development
Foundations of QA for software development
Software quality assurance techniques, standards and tools
Software verification and validation
Software measurement and evaluation
Link to configuration management
3. Quality Assurance Practices in ICT Services
Foundations of QA for ICT services
Techniques, standards and tools for ICT services quality
4. Practices for Data Quality
Foundations of data quality
Quality assurance for data and information
5. Control and Audit
Internal control and quality managemente standards for audits
Outsourcing, COTS and Contracting Quality
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Description
Communicates and monitors application of the organisation’s quality
policy
Knowledge

e-CF Dimension 4

K1 Manages and organizes the methods, tools and procedure to be applied
within the organisation and where they should be applied

e-CF
Level 4

U1 Quality assurance methodologies and standards
U2 Quality models for ICT processes
Skills
S1 Illustrate how methods, tools and procedures can be applied to
implement the organisation’s quality policy
A1 Apply quality assurance methods to software development
A2 Apply quality assurance methods to ICT services
A3 Apply quality assurance methods to data quality
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Description
Evaluates quality management indicators and processes based on ICT
quality policy and proposes remedial action.

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge
U3 Regulations and standards in quality management as well as data
quality
U4 Software quality assessment and improvement
U5 ICT Services quality assessment and improvement
U6 Data quality assessment and improvement
Level 3

Skills
S2 Assist process owners in the choice and use of measures to evaluate
effectiveness and efficiency of the overall process
S3 Monitor, understand and act upon quality indicators
A4 Set quality assurance objectives
A5 Plan and implement software quality activities
A6 Plan and implement ICT services quality activities
A7 Plan and implement data quality activities
ECVET Points Indication

D
i
m
e
n

Defined at LU level

Level 4

Description
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Assesses and estimates the degree to which quality requirements have
been met and provides leadership for quality policy implementation.
Provides cross functional leadership for setting and exceeding quality
standards.
Knowledge
K2 ICT internal quality audit approach
U7 ICT quality management standards and policy
Skills
S4 Evaluate and analyse work processes steps to identify strengths and
weaknesses
S5 Perform quality audits
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Literature Examples Author

Title

Gordon Schulmeyer and
James I. McManus

"Handbook of Software Quality
Assurance.
Prentice-Hall, 1999."

Dieter Spath, Claus-Peter
Praeg

Quality Management for IT Services, IGI
Global, 2010

Murali Chemuturi

Mastering Software Quality Assurance, J.
Ross Publishing, 2010

Rajesh Jugulum

Competing with High Quality Data:
Concepts, Tools, and Techniques for
Building a Successful Approach to Data
Quality, John Wiley & Sons, 2014

David Loshin

The practitioner's guide to data quality
improvement, Morgan Kaufmann, 2010
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E.8 – Information Security Management
Title Information Security Management

e-CF E.8.

Description Implements information security policy. Monitors and takes action against
intrusion, fraud and security breaches or leaks. Ensures that security risks are
analysed and managed with respect to enterprise data and information. Reviews
security incidents, makes recommendations for security policy and strategy to
ensure continuous improvement of security provision.
ICT Professional ICT Security Manager
Profiles (CEN) ICT Security Specialist

ESCO ICT security manager
occupations ICT security technician

Knowledge Security Management
areas (from
Foundational
ICT BoK)

Previous Project management
knowledge framework
Information systems
Standards of
information security
Fundamentals of
telecommunication
networks and internet
protocols

Main Subjects Develop the information security plan in accordance with the information security
Strategy/ Policy
Ensure integration with all organization systems, departments, processes, VC
Identify and assess vulnerabilities and non-compliance in the organization assets
and procedures
Propose, collect and process technical requirements for cyber defense and
mitigation risks.
Estimate costs of information security actions
Implement the information security plan
Monitor the implementation of information security plan and manage the
information security team
Contribute in proposing improvements to the plan
Management of security incidents in order to prevent future re-occurence

e-CF Dimension 4

Description
e-CF
Level 2
EQF
Level
4-5

Systematically scans the environment to identify and define vulnerabilities and
threats. Records and escalates non-compliance.
Knowledge
K2 the best practices and standards in information security management
K4 the ICT internal audit approach
K5 security detection techniques, including mobile and digital and cloud
K6 cyber attack techniques and counter measures for avoidance
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U4 vulnerability assessment techniques
Skills
S4 perform security audit
S5 apply monitoring and testing techniques
S7 implement the recovery plan in case of crisis
A1 perform vulnerability assessment
A2 implement the response techniques in case of attack
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Description
S4 perform security audit
S5 apply monitoring and testing techniques
S7 implement the recovery plan in case of crisis
A1 perform vulnerability assessment
A2 implement the response techniques in case of attack

e-CF Dimension 4

Knowledge

e-CF
Level 3
EQF
Level 6

K1 the organisation's security management policy and strategy and its implications
for engagement with customers, suppliers and subcontractors
K3 the critical risks for information security management
K4 the ICT internal audit approach
K5 security detection techniques, including mobile and digital and cloud
K6 cyber attack techniques and counter measures for avoidance
U1 security incident management best practices and standards
U2 data integrity and privacy
U3 how to protect digital identity
U4 vulnerability assessment techniques
Skills
S2 analyse the company critical assets and identify weaknesses and vulnerability to
intrusion or attack
A1 perform vulnerability assessment
A3 define security audit procedure
A4 collect and process technical requirements for cyber defense and mitigation of
risks
A5 manage security incidents in order to prevent future re-occurrence and assure
business continuity
A6 apply the information security plan
A7 monitor the implementation of the information security plan and manage the
information security team
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ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level

Description
Provides leadership for the integrity, confidentiality and availability of data stored
on information systems and complies with all legal requirements.
Knowledge

e-CF Dimension 4

K1 the organisation's security management policy and strategy and its implications
for engagement with customers, suppliers and subcontractors
K3 the critical risks for information security management
K4 the ICT internal audit approach
K5 security detection techniques, including mobile and digital and cloud
K6 cyber attack techniques and counter measures for avoidance
K7 computer forensics

e-CF
Level 4
EQF
Level 7

U1 security incident management best practices and standards
U2 data integrity and privacy
U3 how to protect digital identity
U4 vulnerability assessment techniques
U5 legal aspects and implication in security projects
U6 estimation techniques for economic and financial evaluation of security projects
Skills
S1 document the information security management policy, linking it to business
strategy, including data protection.
S2 analyse the company critical assets and identify weaknesses and vulnerability to
intrusion or attack
S3 establish a risk management plan to feed and produce preventative action plans
S7 establish the recovery plan
A1 perform vulnerability assessment
A4 propose, collect and process technical requirements for cyber defense and
mitigation of risks
A5 manage security incidents in order to prevent future re-occurrence and assure
business continuity
A7 monitor the implementation of information security plan and manage the
information security team
A8 define action to protect digital identities and sensitive data
A9 assess the compliance of the plans and policies with the current regulations and
with the information security strategy of the organization
A10 estimate costs of information security actions
A11 develop the information security plan in accordance with the information
security strategy and policy
ECVET Points Indication
Defined at LU level
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Literature Author
Examples

Title

Please view an exhausitve list and review of
related literatude provided by Information
Systems Audit and Control Association here:
https://www.isaca.org/bookstore/Pages/BookReviews.aspx
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European e-Competence Framework 3.0. A common European Framework for ICT Professionals in all
industry sectors. CWA 16234:2014 Part 1, 2014
User guide for the application of the European e-Competence Framework 3.0. CWA 16234:2014 Part
2, 2014
Building the e-CF – a combination of sound methodology and expert contribution. Methodology
documentation. CWA 16234:2014 Part 3, 2014
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EQA-VET Publications
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Report of the Joint Expert Seminar on Quality Assurance in vocational education and training
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EQAVET - Quality assuring work-based learning, 2014
Cedefop's Glossary on Quality in education and training
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Supporting system-wide quality assurance in VET, 2009

7.1 Reports prepared for the European Commission
Nils Olaya Fonstad, Bruno Lanvin
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Nils Olaya Fonstad, Bruno Lanvin
European e-Competence Curricula Development Guidelines, 2009
Stephen McLaughlin et al
e-Skills and ICT Professionalism, Fostering the ICT Profession in Europe, 2012
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Tobias Hüsing et al
e-Leadership: e-Skills for Competitiveness and Innovation Vision, Roadmap and Foresight
Scenarios, 2015
Simon Robinson, Werner B. Korte, Tobias Hüsing
Acquiring e-Leadership Skills Fostering the Digital Transformation of Europe, 2015
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Annex 1: Example of an e-Leadership Curriculum Profile
e-Leadership Curriculum Profile
Title

Rationale

Business and Enterprise Architecture
Market Demand
Companies, particularly those with international operations, need to deal with
complexity since this increases risks and costs, and to be agile in reacting to market
changes. Designing a business to achieve these goals needs both business and ICT
architectural skills.
The Business & Enterprise Architecture curriculum addresses these challenges and
aims to increase the capability of experienced professionals to engage with key
stakeholders in linking strategy, architecture, change and value. The focus is both on
developing professional competence and enhancing behavioural skills.

Entry
Profile
Core
Content

Programmes based on this profile typically require participants who already have
practical experience in IT enabled business change roles.
The lifecycle of a business and enterprise architecture as an enabler of business
strategy and execution, with the links to inter-related functions:

Learning
Experience

• Strategy & Enterprise Architecture
• Enterprise Architecture Solutions
• Implementing Enterprise Architecture
• Combine theory instruction with facilitated group review of best practices strongly
set within an organizational context
• Provide opportunity for students to use experience and insights from the
curriculum in their working environment
Enterprise Architect
Business Architect

Sample
Target
Roles

Learning Outcomes
Create architectural designs that help innovate business and operating models
This includes the ability to:
• design and select business and enterprise architecture models for
organisational structures and business processes based on strategic goals
• analyse the gaps between target and existing architectures
• evaluate the critical architecture elements that support or endanger
envisaged new business and operating models
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Exploit digital trends to develop target model architectures
This includes the ability to:
• judge the potential impact of digital trends and emerging technologies on
the market environment , sector and organisation
• create an architectural design that supports the implementation of new
technology platforms
• illustrate risks and potentials of technology change and relate the reduction
of risks to a target architecture model
Envision and drive architectural change for business performance
This includes the ability to:
• detect and illustrate economic, operational and business performance
effects - including risks - connected to architecture related choices
• create a roadmap for the future architecture landscape of an organisation,
considering the key strategic choices
• detect and explain interdependencies between a schedule of change
programmes and an architecture roadmap
Influence architectural stakeholders across boundaries
This includes the ability to:
• identify the needs and interests of key stakeholders linked to architectural
choices within an organization
• evaluate and recommend architecture decisions and explain the results to
executives, managers and professionals
• specify the roles and activities of all relevant stakeholders in the
development and implementation of architectural designs
Build architectural capability and lead inter‐disciplinary staff
This includes the ability to:
• identify and justify the capabilities and staff development needed to build
the target architecture
• select and integrate architectural methods and tools required to build and
maintain a target architecture
• analyse diverse personalities and working styles in order to select and guide
interdisciplinary staff to build and utilize their expertise
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A.1
A.5
A.7
A.9
E.7
A.3
B.6
C.3
E.2
E.3

e-CF competency
IS and Business Strategy Alignment
Architecture Design
Technology Trend Monitoring
Innovating
Business Change Management
e-Leadership Understanding
Business Plan Development
Systems Engineering
Service Delivery
Project and Portfolio Management
Risk Management
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